1996 pontiac bonniville

Make Model Year. Price and Payment. Vehicle History. Engine and Drivetrain. Vehicle Listing
Details. Trade must be present at time of transaction. We have a state of the art facility that is
ready to help you with your new or used Volkswagen purchase, used cars, used trucks, used
SUVs, and used vans wherever you live. Call us at or visit our website at The Pontiac
Bonneville! Some vehicles just speak for themselves! Top features include air conditioning,
fully automatic headlights, power windows, and much more. It features an automatic
transmission, front-wheel drive, and a refined 6 cylinder engine. You will have a pleasant
shopping experience that is fun, informative, and never high pressured. Stop by our dealership
or give us a call for more information. Smooth ride and comfort is what the Bonneville is built
for and this delivers one of the finest ride performances in the mid-size sedan market. Soft
comfort seating with loads of head and leg room throughout. Economical 6 cylinder engine
delivers plenty of power and performance in a beautiful blue metallic with matching interior is
super sharp. All Trades Welcome. At Voice Motors we work with a variety of banks and credit
unions to get you the finance rates that work best with your budget. Voice Motors is family
owned and operated with over years dedicated to your automotive satisfaction. Looking for a
clean, well-cared for Pontiac Bonneville? This is it. It's not often you find just the vehicle you
are looking for AND with low mileage. This is your chance to take home a gently used and
barely driven Pontiac Bonneville. This is about the time when you're saying it is too good to be
true, and let us be the one's to tell you, it is absolutely true. Driven by many, but adored by
more, the Pontiac Bonneville SE is a perfect addition to any home. There are many vehicles on
the market but if you are looking for a vehicle that will perform as good as it looks then this
Pontiac Bonneville SE is the one! It is equipped with a 4 Speed Automatic transmission. The
vehicle is Gray with a Gray interior. It is offered As-Is, extended warranty is available. Recent
Arrival! Bonneville SE, 4D Sedan, 3. FWD 4-Speed Automatic 3. Sweet Wheels! Great Deals!. The
way this car runs, you might think it's ageless. It's a 6 cylinder Light Bronzemist Metallic car
that makes commuting to and from work a little less stressful. Odometer is miles below market
average! We use an independent 3rd party software to research internet listings on all vehicles
in the market so we can ensure that our prices are the most competitive out there. We do this
simply so people choose us when they start searching for their next car. Shopping at Hosmer is
car buying the way it should be; Fun, Informative, and Fair! Good with numbers, better with
people! Credit Challenged? Give us a try! HosmerCars - Proudly a 4. AS IS Price, Protection,
Peace Of Mind! Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Save Search. Enter your ZIP
code to show only relevant vehicles for sale nearby. Search radius. Home delivery available.
Only show local listings. Year s. Price and Payment Loan Price. Engine and Drivetrain
Transmission Automatic Engine Type Gas Drivetrain Front Wheel Drive Cylinders 6 cylinders 14
8 cylinders 1. Fuel Economy. Vehicle Listing Details Listings with recent price drops. Recently
added listings. Price Drop. No accidents. Theft history. New Listing. Showing 1 - 18 out of 18
listings. Overall Consumer Rating. Has been a great car. Sign Up. The USS Bonneville, Pontiac's
full-size sedan, is a high-end luxury car that has a lot of engine power and zip and is able to seat
six comfortably. Though automakers aren't really building boats anymore, the Pontiac
Bonneville is as close as you'll get to the pres combo of interior space and upscale cruiser, only
now it comes with excellent fuel economy. Both were available with the new Series II 3. In , this
engine got a hp boost to hp. A 4-speed auto tran was the only transmission available. The SSEi
package was similar and added badging and gaudier body trim. Other changes in the Bonneville
included a restyling of the front and rear ends, a standard rear defroster, and auto climate
control on the SSE. Also new were daytime running lights that switch to low beams as the sun
sets, and standard on the SEE was Magnasteer variable effort steering, for more reponsive
steering action. It's rare to have such a big luxury car that is also a performance vehicle, but
with the supercharged engine, the Bonneville was fast on the highway. Owners say it has good
pickup, and the handling makes it feel like a much smaller car. Other high points include all the
interior room, the relatively inexpensive extra features, and the fun and fast driving experience.
Cracks in the manifold are common, as is the tendency for the plastic interior parts to break.
Owners say it is expensive to maintain, and there are numerous repairs, particularly with the
transmission. If you open the trunk when it rains, the water tends to dump inside, and those
with a sunroof have had problems with rain collecting inside the rear foot wells. From the
owners mouth he told me that the car was sounding funny because it needed Freon for the AC
and a new circulmtem belt and claims it would be running like a new vehicle. After changing the
belt it still sounded like crap! Recently replace timing cover, had to remove the oil pressure
sending unit. When work was complete the oil pressure gage was at max. I replaced the sending
unit and now it reads 0 pressure. What is My son has a 96 Bonneville. It has stalled out on him a
few times. I think it is When the car is cold. I noticed that there is a noise coming from the
throttle body especially when the car is cold I need a diagram of how to put the belt on my

pontiac Bonniville SSE with super charge. I have a 96 Pontiac Bonneville, it has a new battery
and gets fuel. My inside gages are bouncing. Average user score. Based on 9 reviews. Updated
Dec 28, by Anonymous. What's your take on the Pontiac Bonneville? Have you driven a Pontiac
Bonneville? Rank This Car. Cars compared to Pontiac Bonneville. Have questions? Ask a
question. Browse questions. Favorite Favorite. Pontiac Bonneville Experts. Know more, shop
wisely Search. Related Models For Sale. Other Years. Used Cars for Sale. Compare Pontiac
Bonneville to Related Models. Select Year Do you have any ideas what else could be wrong, and
how to fix it? Was this answer helpful? Do you. Get a helper for this test -At the starter enable
relay there's 2 yellow and 2 purple wires on the relay socket if this is correct -remove the relay
and have helper hold key at cranking position-a yellow and purple wire should have power if
this the case-jumper the yellow wire that has power to the purple wire that don't have power this
will engage the starter -Let me know SPONSORED LINKS. Was this answer. We tried to jump the
yelow wire to the purple wire and that didn't work what else can we try. Check ignition switch
fuse 60amp in right hand maxi fuse block if okay you have a bad ignition switch or the pass key
decoder module Was this answer. How do you check the ignition switch, and the pass key II
decoder module? Drop the gravel shield at the front of the engine, find your starter. On left side
near crossmember see the big terminal? Now turn key to run position, take a long screwdriver
or a remote starter tool and jump to the small terminal if the engine starts then dies its your
security vats system it can be bypassed there are several explanations how to do this on the
web"how to bypass gms vats system" fixing it properly at a dealership is very expensive. By
passig the system is cheap and easy the vat system wonr work anymore but its an old car any
way whos gonna steal it? Please login or register to post a reply. It Has Oil And Antifreze. When
your engine is not cranking turning over it will be mainly due to three separate areas, first it
could be the battery, cables or poor connection, next is the starter But Car Starter Sponsored
links. Ask a Car Question. It's Free! After normal business hours sales Not your vehicle? Please
click the "Add to Cart" button and select the suggested quantities on the following page. Then
click Checkout after you have added the last item to the cart. Multiple oils or filters may be
compatible with your vehicle below. You have found The best synthetic oil for your car, truck,
boat, or Harley or any other motorcycle. Support American oil and give your car, boat or truck
outstanding protection with an oil that has a proven track record. Amsoil has great oil filters.
Also, on this page you will find great cabin air filters, coolants, and transmission fluids. Don't
risk ruining your transmission and protect it now! We have listed the transmission fluid capacity
for your automatic or manual transmission on this page. Guaranteed protection for your vehicle.
You will find many products for your car or truck on this page such as the best synthetic
transmission fluids to protect you from a costly transmission breakdown, awesome coolants
which are friendly towards the environment, and top notch oil filters which will block debris
from entering your engine. We try to keep one page for each model vehicle. Do you have 2, 3 or
more vehicles in your household and find that it is a major inconvenience to change all the
engine oil in each car, van, truck, or SUV every 3 months or so? Buy Amsoil and you eliminate
this problem for a year! Do the activities you enjoy instead of waiting for hours for your oil to be
changed. Buy recommended synthetic oil for your car or truck. Buy Amsoil made in USA! Your
Vehicle's Information. Save time and money and protect your Pontiac. With filter 4. It has
advanced synthetic technology that resists chemical breakdown for maximum wear protection
for your vehicle which is well beyond the traditional 3,mile oil change interval. Get the best
synthetic oil now for your Pontiac Bonneville. Recommended fuel Filters for my Bonneville
Product Name Product Description Product WIX Fuel Filters Superior fuel cleansing for your
Pontiac Bonneville and it will prevent pump wear, injector clogging, premature engine wear
while helping boost your Bonneville's fuel economy! Recommended for Toyota, Ford, and
General Motors transmissions. You will get the same awesome protection as Amsoil's Signature
Series Multi-Vehicle automatic transmission fluid. Change interval based on your Bonneville
owner's manual. Lasts up to , miles or five years! Related Products. Toggle navigation menu.
Free catalog Become a dealer. Links about Amsoil Car lookup guide Privacy Policy. Get the best
synthetic oil for your Bonneville now! This is the best oil filter for your Pontiac Bonneville and is
designed to last up to 25k normal conditions or 15k miles severe conditions or 1 year,
whichever comes first. Superior fuel cleansing for your Pontiac Bonneville and it will prevent
pump wear, injector clogging, premature engine wear while helping boost your Bonneville's fuel
economy! If a lighter viscosity is needed then this automatic transmission fluid provides
top-notch protection! Outstanding protection and resists varnish! WIX Transmission Filter will
protect your Pontiac Bonneville's transmission from harmful debris and the awesome filtration
will reduce wear in your Bonneville. Lasts in your Pontiac Bonneville for up to , miles or five
years! Would you like to sell products for this vehicle on Amazon. Learn how. There's a problem
loading this m
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enu right now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to
top. Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a language for shopping. Skip
to main content. Exterior Accessories. Mirrors Exterior Mirrors Towing Mirrors. Interior
Accessories. Amazon Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and
engage customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for
the Web. Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally.
Amazon Rapids Fun stories for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics.
DPReview Digital Photography. East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion
Brands. Deals and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. Amazon Subscription
Boxes Top subscription boxes â€” right to your door. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon
Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it
a second life.

